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Previous Agoras and the Physics Cases



Theory Perspective…



Theory Perspective…

I’d like more energy, more luminosity while maintaining precision at 
lowest energy scales possible and please do this all without a trigger



Theory Perspective…

First lesson… theorists will always over ask



Then reality sets in (or a parent 
says no…)



Then reality sets in
budgets…



Then reality sets in
timelines…



And then we arrive here…



This is above my pay grade, but I’d like 
to give you a takeaway message that 

there are different physics potentials 
cases for all of them that are intriguing



Complementarity

• Measuring the same physics multiple ways -  that’s what a lot of the focus is on 
and very important (energy vs precision etc) 

• Accessing different aspects of physics with different machines to get a 
complete picture - fraught with sociological dangers but I personally think it’s a 
stronger motivation to continue with R&D on multiple fronts



Not about greed of theorists, but about physics!



Covering all physics possibilities is too hard…

Even one very specific thing like LLPs has an enormous breadth to it



One particular example: Higgs as 
a tool! (P5 once said something about this…)

I like this example since we know the Higgs exists, whereas many other particles I or 
others theorists have imagined I just really hope exist… 

The Higgs discovery generated more questions than answers, that are inextricably 
connected to our fundamental understanding of the universe
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For a vibrant Higgs program we see that circular e+e-, linear 
e+e-, pp, muon colliders all have access to different 

fundamental questions concerning the Higgs

In turn from the theory perspective it strongly motivates 
R&D on all directions to enable a vision for a future 

HEP collider program in the US





Thanks!
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